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Welcome to Denver
- - - - - - - - - - - X

As residents of the great state of Colorado, all of us here at TruStile Doors want to be the first to
welcome you to our home. With 300 days of sunshine per year, the Rocky Mountains at our
doorstep, and a booming downtown, we’re proud to show you why Denver is considered the best
place to live in the USA.
The city of Denver is made up of 78 different neighborhoods, but only 12 of these comprise the
majority of the downtown area. Your hotel, the Hotel Monaco, is located in the LoDo (lower
downtown) neighborhood with Larimer Square within walking distance. Both of these
neighborhoods are filled with restaurants, shopping, nightlife, and amenities truly unique to
Denver. Read through our guide to learn more about downtown Denver, some places we
recommend you see, and what to do if you have some extra time in the Mile High City.

Neighborhoods Near Your Hotel
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X
LoDo (Lower Downtown)
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Over the past two decades, renovation and
restoration have helped grow LoDo into one
of the true centers for nightlife and
entertainment in Denver. As the original spot
where the city of Denver began, Victorian and
turn of the century architecture line the
streets of this neighborhood. There are more
than 90 brewpubs, sports bars, restaurants,
and coffee houses along with the site of
Coors Field, the home of the Colorado
Rockies. With the remodel of Union Station,
the city’s newest public transportation and
nightlife hub, it’s easy to see why new
businesses are flourishing in this section of
the city.

Larimer Square
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Just a short walk from LoDo, Larimer
Square creates a unique encounter for all
those who spend time here. Though not a
formal neighborhood and only spanning
one full block, the 52 bars, restaurants and
retailers that occupy this stretch of road
define the urban renewal that is seen in so
many cities today. Keep an eye out for
Gusterman Silversmiths, only retailer in
Larimer Square still in business from
before it’s area’s revitalization in 1965.
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Our Favorite Places
- - - - - - - - - - - X

Though the list of places we could recommend you see while in Denver stretches a mile long, all
of us here at TruStile have a few that stand out as must-sees!

Union Station
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Don’t let this public transit hub fool you,
there’s a lot more than meets the eye inside
this historical building. Union Station is
filled with restaurants, bars, coffee shops,
and retailers to suit everyone’s taste. We
recommend grabbing a drink at the
Terminal Bar, located front and center of
the station with seating all throughout the
building and outdoors. Looking for
something more than just a drink? Be sure
to grab a bite to eat at the Kitchen Next
Door, which features a wide variety plates
to suit the tastes of even the most picky
eaters.

Wynkoop Brewing
Company
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Directly across the street from Union
Station is a landmark for both the state of
Colorado and the craft breweries all across
the state. As Colorado's first brewpub and
Denver's first craft brewery, Wynkoop
Brewing Company was founded in 1988 by
a coalition of investors that included
current Colorado Governor, John
Hickenlooper and catalyzed the revitalization of LoDo in the late 1980’s. Beyond their endless
list of craft beers, they also boast one of the largest pool halls in Denver on their top floor along
with a wide variety of bar-games too!

Rio Grande
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A long time fixture on the
Colorado Restaurant
scene, the Rio boasts one
of the most popular happy
hours in Denver. The Rio is
known for their rooftop
patio, margaritas, and
proximity to both Larimer
Square and the heart of
LoDo. It’s easy to see why
this restaurant has remained a local favorite, with an additional location in Coors Field!

Coors Field
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Home of the Colorado Rockies and one of our favorite locations in Denver. With mountain views
all throughout the stadium, it can be hard to keep your attention on the game at all times.
Tickets start at just $4 with day games throughout the spring, summer, and autumn seasons.
Come game time, make your way up to the third floor roof deck for spectacular sights of the
game, the city of Denver, and the mountains in the distance.

Extra Days in Denver
- - - - - - - - - - - X

Have an extra day or two in town? Check out these must-see hot-spots just outside of Denver’s
city limits.

Red Rocks Amphitheater
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There isn’t a concert venue in the world quite like Red Rocks - given its name for the color of the
rock formations around the amphitheater. This is a must see for anyone passing through
Colorado and a rite-of-passage for music lovers of every genre. The stage and amphitheater is
also open for hikers and joggers alike who want to use the 70 rows of seating for a wide range
of activities. Beyond the amphitheatre, Red Rocks Park boasts miles and miles of hiking trails
along with dozens of climbing lines for all to enjoy. Click through the link above to see a full list
of the concerts coming through the venue this season.

Coors Brewery Tour/Golden, CO
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A staple in the Rocky Mountains, the Coors Brewing Company helped shaped the town of
Golden, Colorado into a recognizable name all across the world. Tours run seven days per week
until 4 PM, with hours varying slightly on Sundays. Make a full day of your time in the town
“Where the West Lives”, and head to one of the many hiking and biking trails that start
throughout the area.

